
 

 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS – HOME* 
*these product descriptions are real items written for portfolio use only.  

 

 

 

Large Round Basket with Leather Handles:   

 

Imagine storing all of your throws or beach towels in one place. Handwoven of Maplewood by an American 

Artisan, this sensational large round basket defines designer functionality. Adding an eco-accent to your living 

room or outdoor living space also creates a more organic home environment. Measures 24” diameter, 20” high,  

Made in USA. $295 

 

 

Storage Basket with Wooden Lid: 

 

Spark joy in your home by hiding beach towels in this design-inspired storage solution.  Our storage basket is 

the perfect companion to our Zen Hamper.  This eyecatcher complements any interior. Going to the pool? 

Open the lid and grab and go. Your house still looks fresh and clean with a hint of refined eco design. 

Handcrafted basket with wooden lid.  $350 

 

 
Tabletop Accent Lamp with Metallic Shade 

 

Ignite your space with this fantastic tabletop accent lamp.  The ceramic lamp base is a shimmering gold 

accentuated with a rich, dark metal finish.  Included is the metallic lampshade to complete the understated 

richness fit for any library or sideboard. 40 watts, 18” tall, base dimensions:  10” x 17”, Made in India.  $175  

 
 
Washable Velvet Pouf 

 
With a large family or a group of friends, seating is always a challenge. By incorporating this stylish velvet pouf into your 

family room or living room décor, this pouf quickly becomes extra seating for any age.  No one around?  Put your feet up 

while lounging for extra comfort. Removable cover for easy washing. Accented with white stitching for an artisan effect. 

Available in five colors, 36” diameter, 21” high, Made in Vietnam.  $395 

 

 

 

Mountain Themed Throw Pillows 

 

The best nature-inspired throw pillows we could find for your Mountain Retreat. Have an AirBnB property in the 

mountains?  These pillows will instantly make your Guests feel the mountain vibe.  Each pillow has a removable and 

washable cover with a coordinating plaid fabric on the backside.  Perfect to add a touch of mountain spirit on a large couch 

or as an accent pillow on armchairs or beds.  Choose from Pine trees, Bears or Elk.  20”x20”, 100% prewashed cotton, Made 

in USA. 

 


